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Don’t forget that you may order books and other items by post by
logging on to the BAA Journal web page at www.britastro.org/
journal. An arrangement with Amazon.co.uk means that the BAA
is paid a small commission for everything (including videos, CDs
and electronic equipment) that is ordered directly from Amazon by
clicking on a link from our site. So whatever you are thinking of
buying, go first to www.britastro.org/journal and help the BAA
at no cost to yourself!
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by Arvin Bhatnagar & William
Livingston

World Scientific, 2005. ISBN 981-256-
357-1. Pp 445, £20.00 (Amazon), pbk.

This book is an up-to-date bridge be-
tween e.g. Ronald Giovanelli’s pictorial
Secrets of the Sun  and Christopher
Durrant’s mathematical The Atmosphere
of the Sun. Its phenomenological sections
encompass early observations, modern
observatories, atmospheric structure, and
characteristics of the quiet and active
Sun, with shorter discussions on eclipses
and helioseismology.

Of particular interest to BAA observers
will be the two major sections on observa-
tional techniques and optical instrumenta-
tion. Some of the images are quite spec-
tacular. However, it appears that the publi-
cation date was too early for discussion of
the recent very high-resolution sunspot
images obtained using adaptive optics; see:
http://www.sunspot.noao.edu/press/
DALSA/.

Of special interest to this reviewer are
the subsections on solar atmospheric tem-

Fundamentals of
solar astronomy

perature: the text explains in physical de-
tail why different temperatures are derived
depending on the observational technique
adopted, namely continuum, excitation or
ionisation radiation. Basically, the visible
Sun is weakly in non-equilibrium, but also
the emitting species depend on atmospheric
depth. Hence in a radial temperature gradi-
ent they belong to different thermal
populations.

The book contains a useful glossary and
extensive reference list, and is a valuable
addition to my bookshelf. Some of the Eng-
lish is terse and almost ‘note-form’. How-
ever, the technical sense is clear. Equation
(6.8) should read ½mv2 = 3/2 kTk, for con-
sistency with the conclusion.

The book can be used either as a stand-
alone work on solar phenomena, or as a
reference text with ‘leads’ to more in-depth
research data and authorities/institutions.
Livingston’s conclusion, after around 50
years active solar research, is that: ‘Except
for transient activity (sunspots) the Sun is
constant’. On our timescale!
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